Post-trade risk
and custody specialists

What is post-trade
counterparty risk?

How safe are your
invested assets?

Investors will inevitably be exposed to financial and
operational risks associated with the arrangements with your
global custodian or depositary bank, their network of subcustodians and local market CSDs and CCPs. Although these
risks can sometimes be reduced via regulatory protection or by
contractual terms, rarely, if ever, can these risks be completely
eliminated.
These third-party risks are often considered to be a low risk
and low cost activity. Past failures that have occurred, however,
have had a catastrophic impact.

As an investor are you aware of how much
exposure you have to post-trade counterparty and
market infrastructure risks?
When the next crisis occurs can you be certain
that all of your invested assets are properly
accounted for and clearly identiﬁable as yours?
Do you know exactly what risk counterparties
pose to you and how you might measure that
exposure?

Post-Trade Risk Analytics from Thomas Murray is a highly cost
effective way of helping investors to regularly monitor and
enhance the management of post-trade counterparty risk
exposures.
Since the global financial crises, the need for market and
counterparty monitoring plays an increasingly vital role in the

Post-Trade Risk Analytics
assists you to:

processing and safekeeping of invested assets, increasing the
need to measure the associated risks.
Your invested assets are exposed to several risks, such that
they may be:
• Misappropriated or misused
• Not clearly identifiable
• Comingled with those of an insolvent party, or short
position taker
• Suddenly frozen when they were previously liquid or their
portability inhibited
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Understanding your post-trade network
Investors will always be exposed to post-trade counterparty
risk whether this is from your global custodian, sub-custodian
or any other related counterparty.
Your post-trade chain is likely to involve a complex network of
service providers that are directly or indirectly linked to your
invested assets. This requires you to be fully aware of your risk
exposures at all times.
For example, even where your global custodian or depositary
bank provides some risk mitigation to third-parties in their
network, you will continue to have risk exposure as your
service provider might not have the financial or operational
capacity to fully underwrite that risk.
Thomas Murray will help you identify and manage risk. If any
of your counterparties were to fail operationally or financially,
you at best may not get your assets back immediately, and at
worst could lose your invested assets completely.

If a failure were to happen,
are you protected?
»» Regulatory protection

»» Counterparty & infrastructure protection

If you invest via pooled funds regulated by UCITS and AIFMD,

It is important that counterparties and market infrastructures

some liabilty is passed onto the depositary bank. If you invest in

are monitored as there may be circumstances where you

segregated mandates, however, you do not have that protection

are exposed to risk, especially if one of your counterparties

and, therefore, steps must be taken to ensure risk limitation.

experience acute financial or operational stress.

»» Contractual protection
In most cases contractual terms with your global custodian
and its sub-custodian network will not protect you from errors
made by, or the failure of, a CSD or CCP.
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Post-Trade Risk Analytics
Thomas Murray offers a series of easily accessible reports and assessments that clearly show the risks to which you are exposed through the
custody chain. Our assessments will enable you to mitigate these risks and ultimately safeguard your invested assets through ongoing
monitoring.

GLOBAL CUSTODIAN /
DEPOSITARY BANK RISK
ASSESSMENTS

SUB-CUSTODIAN RISK
ASSESSMENTS

POST-TRADE MARKET
RISK ASSESSMENTS

CSD RISK ASSESSMENTS

Assessments

Features

• Post-trade market risk

• Standardised reports

• Global custodian / Depositary bank risk

• Intraday newsﬂashes

• Sub-custodian risk

• Global presence

• CSD risk

• Executive summary reporting

Types of risks covered

Beneﬁts

• Financial

• Identifying and mitigating risk

• Operational

• Reducing risk exposure

• Asset safety

• Ensuring regulatory compliance

• Asset servicing

• Improving data quality
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Thomas Murray
About us

Our clients

Thomas Murray helps asset owners and institutional investors.

Thomas Murray provides asset safety and counterparty risk

We have been performing risk assessments in the post-trade

benchmarking and monitoring to buy-side clients including

sector for over 20 years.

asset owners (family offices, foundations, insurance companies,
pension funds and sovereign wealth funds) and fund managers

We provide global custodian and sub-custodian bank
assessments that evaluate asset safety, asset servicing and
operational risk exposures of these entities. We are widely
recognised and renowned in our evaluation of a CSD’s ability

(traditional and alternative asset classes). We operate on a
global scale with clients located in Europe, the Middle East,
Asia, Australasia, Africa, North and South America.

to manage risk. We provide both CSD Risk Assessments and
Capital Market Infrastructure Risk Assessments that help clients
identify and manage asset safety risks. Through Benchmarking
and Analytics, we provide independent analysis to consultancy
groups supporting institutions such as exchanges and

Other services
We have a range of customised services to suit your risk
management requirements including:

governments seeking to bring under performing capital
market infrastructures up to global standards. These posttrade risk assessments and the associated data can be made
commercially available to risk managers, compliance officers
and other executives interested in tracking post-trade risks

»» Prime Broker Monitoring
»» Transfer Agent Monitoring
»» Asset Safety: Account Structure Analysis

across the world.

»» CCP Risk Assessments

For further information
We would be pleased to hear from you and to provide you with more information about specific services. 				
For more information please contact our funds team today:
Tel. +44 (0) 20 8600 2300
Email. enquiries@thomasmurray.com
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